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gene-therapy-ethical-issues

Gene therapy remains experimental 20 years after its first human trials because of a series 
of vexing problems. ...Researchers are concerned  that stem cells, once let loose, might 
take a wrong turn; heart cells, for instance, could end up in the brain. They could also 
proliferate excessively, causing damage to nearby tissues. They could generate tumors. 
good overview of gene therapy hearing expert
novel non-viral carriers able to introduce genetic material into the target cells. These new 
agents, derivatives of cationic amphiphilic 1,4-dihydropyridine (1,4-DHP), avoid the 
problems of the recipient’s immune system reacting against a viral carrier. The project 
partners have developed methods to produce them in large amounts
examples gene th trials; changes from earlier trials 
overview gene th trials 
Rheumatoid Arthritis trial Evans is a member of GAMBA advisory board
data base gene therapies
Evans is a member of GAMBA advisory board

mc/articles/PMC2855248
hp3?article=501&language=uk&category=11&toppic=kategori11
The Gene Therapy Advisory Committee (GTAC) is the UK national Research Ethics 
Committee for clinical trials of gene therapy, other advanced therapy medicinal products an
certain other types of research.

ntent/10/3/110
AAV vector is not cause of death, trial can resume 
The importance and pivotal role of biodistribution study in gene transfer medicine 
development of biodistribution study in gene transfer medicine development is shown 
through the determination of target organs for toxicity, germline transmission assessment 
and determination.

09/18/health/18gene.htm
m/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/08/05/AR2007080501636.htm

 importance and pivotal role of biodistribution study in gene transfer medicine development 
is shown through the determination of target organs for toxicity, germline transmission 
assessment and determination.

scientific article on stem cell research
Stem cell research is without doubt one of the most exciting and controversial areas of 
medical science. … There is no avoiding the fact that stem cell
research can be controversial.
If I cut a tiny line on articular cartilage (the cartilage that covers the surfaces of bones at 
joints), it will never be erased," Athanasiou said. "It's like writing on the moon. If I go back to 
look at it a year later, it will look exactly the same nettes Mondbild vom Knorpel



Can MSM relieve osteoarthritis? Artikel über drei Studien.
mix  stem cells and cartilage cells and reinjection 
Experts say: in 20 years you get stem cells in pharmacies!
US researchers have developed a promising new technique that might one day enable 
doctors to regrow broken or diseased joints in patients.
Stem cells were injected into the kidney, but the patient suffered tissue damage and died 
from an infection.
successful stem cell bone therapy in Israel: MSCs are easily isolated and reinjected
stem cells instead of cartilage growth for tissue engineering (makes sense in case there are 
few cartilage cells) 

Gene therapy remains experimental 20 years after its first human trials because of a series 
of vexing problems. ...Researchers are concerned  that stem cells, once let loose, might 
take a wrong turn; heart cells, for instance, could end up in the brain. They could also 
proliferate excessively, causing damage to nearby tissues. They could generate tumors. 

cuments/stem_cell_pack_200806170144.pd
ne Ritte
The aim of the risk-based approach as defined in Annex I, part IV of Dir. 2001/83/EC is to 
determine the extent of data required for Marketing Authorisation Application (MAA) for an 
advanced therapy medicinal product (ATMP). The risk-based approach is based on the 
identification of risk factors inherent to the nature of the ATMP in question and associated 
with its quality, safety and efficacy.
epigenetics is the study of changes in gene activity that do not involve alterations to the 
genetic code but still get passed down to at least one successive generation. These 
patterns of gene expression are governed by the cellular material — the epigenome — that 
sits on top of the genome, just outside it (hence the prefix epi- , which means above). It is 
these epigenetic "marks" that tell your genes to switch on or off, to speak loudly or whisper. 
It is through epigenetic marks that environmental factors like diet, stress and prenatal 
nutrition can make an imprint on genes that is passed from one generation to the next.

act Christine Ritte
-396421
three primary questions: (1) why should GT research be pursued?, (2) when is GT research 
ethically ppropriate?, and (3) how should GT research be designed and conducted?

HSE's Research Ethics Committee (REC) is responsible for the ethical conduct of studies 
designed to increase understanding of workplace factors that contribute to ill-health and 
workplace accidents.
scientific article on the use and limits of mouse models 

ealth_and_science/the_mouse_trap/2011/11/lab_mice_are_they_limiting_our_understanding_of_human_disease_.html?wpisrc=obin
Read more: 



The recently announced Science Foundation Ireland funding of almost €10 million for the 
Regenerative Medicine Institute (Remedi) at NUI Galway could pave the way for clinical 
trials of new therapies and treatments for diseases such as cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes mellitus and osteoarthritis.
nanogel containing growth factors encourages stem cells to produce collagen II
intensive lifestyle intervention focussing on weight loss in adults with type 2 diabetes and 
knee pain, results in significant improvement in physical function. via researchblogging.org
Klein has discovered a possible solution: he's developed molecular brushes that slide past 
each other with friction coefficients that match those of cartilage. In some respects, they 
perform even better: the brushes remain highly effective even at pressures of 7.5 
megapascals. Cartilage performs well only up to around 5 megapascals – a natural limit 
because joint pressure only rarely exceeds that level.
Currently the University and AGT are looking at joints which have suffered trauma from a 
car accident or a sport injury where the cartilage has been torn or has a hole in it. The idea 
behind the repair gel is that they would drill a bigger hole into the tear and fill it with the gel 
substitute the original cartilage and stop the pain caused by the bones rubbing against each 
other. 


